
Martial Arts 781 

Chapter 781: You’re A Divine Spirit Master! 

The three candidates stared at Wang Teng in astonishment. They didn’t know if they should believe him. 

An Earthling had killed a candidate? This was absurd. 

The candidates had only been on Earth for a few days, and one of them had already died. This had never 

happened during the trials in the past. 

No matter what, the three of them wouldn’t let him go so easily. 

“What do you want?” Eric asked with a grim expression. 

“I came… to kill you!” Wang Teng replied with a smile. 

He sounded as if he was talking about a simple affair. 

The three candidates felt indignant. They were a bunch of planetary-stage talented martial warriors. 

They had never been looked down upon by others. 

Yet this person told them that he wanted to kill them right in their face. Moreover, his tone was so 

casual as if they were nobodies. His attitude was infuriating. 

“Eric, stop wasting time talking to him. If we attack together, he might not be our match,” Wulf bore 

with the excruciating pain in his right arm and said viciously with bloodshot eyes. 

“That’s right. This person won’t let us go. We can only fight.” Basa’s gaze was sharp. He gave off a 

frightening aura like a bear that had gone wild. It was terrifying. A huge double-edged ax appeared in his 

hand. It hung beside his thigh naturally, but one could tell that he was ready to act from the bulging 

muscles on his arms. 

“Yes!” Eric nodded. A sword appeared in his hand with Force glow covering the entire blade. 

They were planetary-stage martial warriors who had experienced many battles. Even though they knew 

that their opponent was powerful, they didn’t panic or lose their confidence. 

Based on the ability he had displayed a moment ago, they had no chance of escaping. They would be 

killed by him if they did. Hence, they would rather fight for their lives. 

The three of them spread out in unplanned unison, surrounding Wang Teng in the middle. 

Wang Teng glanced at them and smiled. The curve of his lips ignited the anger of the three candidates. 

“Kill!” 

Basa acted first. With a bellowed and a sharp glare, he took a step forward and wielded his double-

edged ax. He formed a semicircle Force glow. 

On the other side, Eric and Wulf acted too. 

Eric slashed his sword, shooting a sword glow toward Wang Teng’s head. He wanted to chop his head 

off. 



Wulf’s right hand was crippled, so he could only use his left hand to hold his gun, which was a rune 

weapon. As energy gathered in it, a Force bullet hurled out, aimed directly at Wang Teng’s lethal spot. 

The rune bullet traveled like light. It disappeared on the spot and appeared again in front of Wang Teng 

within a split second. He had fired his shot after Basa and Eric, but it reached Wang Teng faster than 

theirs. 

Wang Teng felt a tingling pain on his forehead. He was surprised when he saw the Force bullet spinning 

at high speed a few meters away from him. 

The power of this rune gun was greater than the rune guns made on Earth. He felt the energy in the 

rune bullet and realized that the bullets fired by this gun could hurt a planetary-stage martial warrior. He 

didn’t dare to take it easy and instantly released his spiritual power. 

Wang Teng compressed his spiritual power into a shield the size of his palm. It blocked the path of the 

Force bullet. 

It wasn’t hard for him to predict the path of the Force bullet since he had mastered the Gun Kungfu. 

Bang! 

The Force bullet erupted as it smashed into the yellow round shield. It left a deep hole, but it didn’t 

break it. 

Basa and Eric’s attacks also arrived. Basa’s terrifying ax attack bore down on Wang Teng’s head while 

Eric’s sword cut through his throat. However, the two of them didn’t show any signs of happiness. 

Instead, their expressions changed, and they retreated like a scared rabbit. 

They could feel that their attacks didn’t land on anything. That was just a lingering shadow. 

They were flabbergasted and filled with disbelief. 

How did this guy disappear from their sight without any detection? This was unbelievable. 

A few sharp glows appeared behind them and silently targeted the critical parts of their bodies. 

Eric and Basa squinted. They felt a sense of danger and dodged instantly. 

Swoosh! 

But it was still a little late. A sharp glow slit Eric’s arm, leaving a trail of blood. 

Another two rays of light soared past Basa’s left ribs. If he had moved a step later, the sharp glows might 

have penetrated his body. 

“Behind you!” Wulf’s agitated voice was heard suddenly. 

Wang Teng had appeared behind Eric and Basa without any warning. He slashed Mo Que down, forming 

a blade glow in the air. 

Wulf’s expression changed when he saw this scene. He gathered energy in his rune gun and fired three 

shots continuously. They charged toward Wang Teng at a weird angle. 



A cold glint appeared in Wang Teng’s eyes. He used his spiritual power to control a few flying daggers to 

intercept the three bullets. 

The stronger your spiritual power, the stronger the attacking power of the weapons you controlled. 

Wang Teng’s spiritual power was almost at the peak of the Imperial Realm. Thus, the power of the 

weapons he controlled was similar to an attack from a planetary-stage martial warrior. 

Blocking the Force bullets was a piece of cake for him. 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

The flying daggers, which were spinning at high speed, collided with the Force bullets under his control. 

Amidst a series of violent explosions, the rune bullets burst in mid-air. 

“Divine spirit master!” The three candidates finally saw Wang Teng’s attacks. The words escaped their 

mouths in astonishment. 

“You’re a divine spirit master!” Eric shouted as if he had seen a ghost. 

Divine spirit masters were extremely rare in the universe. Every single one of them was a rare talent. 

The divine spirit masters who managed to climb higher on the martial path were even more frightening. 

They were almost invincible among their peers. 

Ordinary martial warriors couldn’t fight with them at all! 

Basa and Wulf’s expressions were no better. They never imagined that there would be such a powerful 

divine spirit master on Earth. 

Eric looked at the flying daggers dancing around him and realized something. He was elated. “No, you 

have Spirit, but you don’t have a legacy. You only know the easiest skills like controlling objects. You can 

only release less than 20% of your true potential.” 

“Divine spirit master legacy?” Wang Teng frowned. The other party was right; he didn’t possess any 

legacy. He had learned some skills from Gorlin, but they couldn’t keep pace with his power, becoming a 

little useless. 

“Kill him! We mustn’t let him grow stronger!” Wulf’s expression turned ruthless. There was jealousy in 

his eyes. 

“This fellow is extremely gifted. He can’t be left alive,” Basa said grimly. 

“Kill!” 

Their expressions were distorted. The talents Wang Teng had displayed made them envious and fearful. 

He was just an Earthling. How could he possess the divine spirit master talent? 

“Naive. Even if I don’t have a legacy, I can still kill you easily. Do you think you can stop me?” Wang Teng 

snorted. Killing intent poured out of his eyes. 

Chapter 782: The Soil On The Earth Is Fertile! 

Boom! 



Cold light shot out of Wang Teng’s eyes. He strode forward and faced the three candidates. 

Numerous flying daggers turned into sharp rays of lights and danced around him at an unbelievable 

speed. Only lingering shadows could be seen. 

“Go!” 

Wang Teng moved his thoughts, and the flying dagger moving at high speed abruptly disappeared. 

The three candidates felt their eyelids jumping when they saw this scene. Their vigilance was at an all-

time high. They released their spiritual power to sense their surroundings. 

A planetary-stage martial warrior had to have Imperial Realm spiritual power. Hence, none of their 

spiritual powers were weak. They could leave their body to sense the environment. They could even 

defend and retaliate when an external spiritual power invaded their consciousness. 

But that was it. They weren’t divine spirit masters, so they couldn’t utilize spiritual kinesis. 

Their spiritual power spun around the venue, but they found no traces of the flying daggers. They were 

worried and anxious. 

Wang Teng didn’t care what they were thinking. He clutched his Mo Que and charged toward them, 

sending a flaming blade glow in Eric’s direction. 

Boom! 

8th-level flaming blade conscious erupted, and frightening energy swept towards Eric. 

Eric was an earth element martial warrior. Seeing this attack, he knew how scary it was. He couldn’t care 

about the flying daggers hidden around him and placed all his attention on handling this attack. 

A sword glow gathered on the battle sword he was holding. 

9th-level earth sword conscious! 

Boom! 

Two sword glows crashed in mid-air, causing an explosion. Powerful Force surged out. 

Three cold glints appeared behind Eric, aimed respectively at his heart, throat, and head. 

Eric was appalled. He felt the threat of death hanging above his head. He released all the Force in his 

body and formed many layers of defense shields around him in an attempt to block the lethal attacks. 

Basa came in front of Wang Teng, swinging his double-edged ax and attacking him with rays of sharp ax 

glows. 

Wulf pulled the trigger of his rune gun like there was no tomorrow. Multiple rune bullets were fired, 

leaving a clear and translucent trail in the air. They blocked all the areas around Wang Teng. 

The events happened almost simultaneously. Eric was in danger, but Wang Teng’s situation wasn’t good 

either. 

No one knew who would win. 



Despite everything, Wang Teng remained composed. He punched his fist out. 

Strength of Ultima! 

Boom! 

A frightening fist aura shot forward, bringing along an indomitable Force glow with it. Basa’s ax glow and 

Wulf’s Force bullets were all destroyed by his fist. 

What an easy feat! 

The powerful residual impact surged toward Basa and Wulf. 

Splurt! 

Splurt! 

The two of them flew backward at the same time, vomiting a mouthful of blood uncontrollably. 

On the other side, Eric was resisting the onslaught of the flying daggers. The formidable constellation 

Force formed layers of defensive walls around him. 

When a planetary-stage martial warrior decided to go all out in defense, his defensive ability was quite 

astonishing. 

Wang Teng was distracted, so the three flying daggers under his control got stuck in mid-air, unable to 

move an inch. 

The scene overjoyed Eric. Right then, Wang Teng succeeded in pushing the other two candidates back 

and appeared in front of him. He slashed his weapon out. 

Boom! 

Crack~ 

The defense walls cracked instantly. 

Eric was flabbergasted. He seemed to be hit by a powerful impact, and deep sword wounds started to 

appear on his chest. Fresh blood oozed out. 

His body flew back like a cannonball and slammed heavily on the stone wall. 

Within a few seconds, all three candidates had lost. 

Their faces were pale, and they found it hard to accept this result. Despite working together, they still 

lost to this Earthling. Moreover, their attacks didn’t even touch his clothes. 

This was humiliating! 

The three candidates were dumbstruck. They stared at Wang Teng in disbelief. 

“The soil on earth is fertile. You won’t feel bad getting buried here,” Wang Teng said calmly as he walked 

over with numerous flying daggers swirling around him. 

“You!” 



The three of them were appalled and indignant. They vomited another mouthful of blood. 

“How dare you kill us!” Wulf said with a gloomy expression. 

“Why won’t I?” Wang Teng tilted his head and looked at him. 

“The three of us have powerful backgrounds in the Olant Federation. The only thing you’ll gain by killing 

us is endless trouble.” Eric took a deep breath. He knew that this Earthling was a tough fellow. There 

was no fear in his eyes. He wasn’t easy to deal with, so he could only relax his tone. 

“That’s right, you can’t kill me. My father is the leader of the Hailang Mercenary Group. Do you know 

what the Hailang Mercenary Group is? There’s a large number of planetary-stage martial warriors in the 

mercenary group and my father is at the half-step celestial stage. He rules over a territory,” Wulf said 

proudly. 

“My background is powerful too. There’s no benefit in killing us,” Basa said. 

The three of them kept adding value to themselves in hopes that Wang Teng would let them go. 

“Someone told me the same thing in the past. He said that his family controls three life planets. I 

wonder how your backgrounds are as compared to his?” Wang Teng touched his chin and asked with 

interest. 

The three candidates were stunned. Their hearts sank, and they had a bad feeling. 

Three life planets! They were nothing compared to such a faction! 

“From your expressions, you can’t be compared to that guy, right?” Wang Teng smiled indifferently. “Do 

you know what happened to that fellow?” 

“What?” Eric asked with a bitter taste in his mouth. 

Wulf and Basa’s expressions were ugly too. They stared at Wang Teng intently, wanting to hear his 

answer. 

“His personal terminal is on my wrist now.” Wang Teng raised his left hand, revealing the personal 

terminal he was wearing. 

The three candidates couldn’t smile anymore. They felt a chill running through their bodies, shooting 

from their spine all the way to their crown. 

This fellow was a devil! 

“Friend, don’t do this… Having more friends will bring you more opportunities. With your talent, you will 

be challenged by the other talents in the universe. Making friends with us will be beneficial for you,” Eric 

said. 

“Didn’t you say that you wanted to kill me a moment ago?” Wang Teng asked. 

“No, we didn’t. It’s a misunderstanding—” Eric explained hurriedly. However, he was interrupted before 

he could finish his sentence. 



“Misunderstanding your head. Do you think I’m deaf?” Wang Teng’s expression turned cold. A golden 

brick suddenly appeared in his hand, which he smashed at Eric’s head. 

Bang, bang, bang… 

Eric was stunned. He never expected to receive such inhumane torture. His eyes were filled with doubt 

and innocence. 

Wulf and Basa were also dumbfounded. Their jaws dropped, almost hitting the floor. 

Wang Teng didn’t let them go. He would receive more benefits by hitting more of them. Before they 

could react, the brick landed on their heads. 

After some time, all three of them were badly bruised. Their vision was blurred and spinning. They 

started questioning their lives. 

As planetary-stage martial warriors, why were they receiving such treatment? Even if they were 

captives, they shouldn’t be treated like this. 

Is this the distortion of human nature or is it the decline of morality? 

Wang Teng disregarded them. He stopped after seeing the ground layered with attribute bubbles, 

putting his brick back. 

Get it! 

Imperial Realm Spirit*25 

Imperial Realm Enlightenment*32 

Constellation Force (Earth)*350 

Constellation Force (Metal)*410 

Imperial Realm Enlightenment*20 

Imperial Realm Spirit*26 

Constellation Force (Fire)*460 

9th-level Earth Sword Conscious*850 

Gun Kungfu*320 

… 

A large number of attribute bubbles merged into his body. Some turned into wisps of constellation Force 

and entered the stars floating above the sea of nihility. Some turned into memories and knowledge, 

sinking in his mind and body. 

Constellation earth Force! 

Constellation metal Force! 

Constellation fire Force! 



As these three Forces entered his body, the three respective stars shone slightly before dimming and 

regaining calmness. 

The merging of Imperial Realm Spirit and Enlightenment invigorated him. 

At the same time, memories started to appear. Two outlines of humans popped up in his consciousness. 

One figure was practicing a sword skill. The yellow sword conscious wreaked havoc in the air. It was 

thick, solid, and firm. 

The other figure held a rune gun. Countless Force bullets shot out of it, traveling in different directions 

and angles. Their path was unpredictable. 

Very soon, the two figures finished their showcase. Droplets of light entered his memory and turned 

into enlightenment. Wang Teng absorbed them. 

Earth Sword Conscious: 850/9000 (9th level) 

Gun Kungfu: 210/10000 (Gun Kungfu) 

Chapter 783: Spoils Of War And Activities (1) 

Wang Teng got surprised by the changes on his attributes panel. Then, his expression turned strange. 

Gun Kungfu! 

How long had it been since he last saw it? How long hadn’t he used it? 

It was unexpected that he managed to get this attribute from an alien martial warrior. 

What was this? 

Reunion after a long time? Reviving an old dream? Starting afresh? Starting again…? 

Was the system reminding him that he should fire some shots occasionally? 

Wang Teng touched his chin and wondered to himself. 

He was honestly stunned. 

By right, the Gun Kungfu attribute had been raised to the perfected stage. After getting more attributes, 

it advanced to the master level. 

Master-level Gun Kungfu sounds powerful. I wonder how I should use it? 

Wang Teng shook his head and temporarily put this thought down. Even if he had reached the master 

level, Gun Kungfu wasn’t very useful for him. 

The other conscious attribute helped Wang Teng greatly increase his ability. His earth sword conscious 

was at the 9th level. It was getting closer and closer to the ultima stage. Once he hit the 10th level, he 

would have a chance to reach ultima. 

Of course, if Wang Teng was lucky, he could receive the ultima directly and wouldn’t have to spend so 

much time on it. 



Wang Teng felt that picking up attributes was better! 

He had 36 more luck points than a normal person, so he should have a good chance. 

After picking up the attribute, Wang Teng looked at the three candidates again. They were dizzy, but 

they held on firmly and didn’t faint. They were staring at Wang Teng in fear as well as some hidden 

bitterness. 

“Let us go and we can give you whatever you want.” Eric made his final attempt. 

Wang Teng’s spiritual power was extremely sensitive. He detected something wrong instantly and 

squinted. Smiling brightly, he said, “It’s time for you to leave.” 

“You…” The three of them were astounded. They hurriedly gathered the remaining Force in their bodies 

and pulled themselves up. They wanted to escape. 

Wang Teng remained calm and looked at them reaching the entrance of the cave in the blink of an eye. 

Suddenly, he released three flying daggers. 

Splurt! 

Splurt! 

Splurt! 

Three sounds of blades slicing up flesh were heard. The three candidates died before they could scream 

in pain. 

Their bodies dropped to the ground having lost all signs of vitality. They died unwillingly. 

These three candidates were all talented people. They had reached the planetary stage at a young age 

and their families were quite powerful. After receiving the right to participate in this trial, they had a 

bright future ahead. 

They would never have expected themselves to die on this underdeveloped planet, much less die in the 

hands of an Earthling. 

What a joke! 

They were filled with unwillingness and frustration. They died a terrible death. 

Wang Teng shook his head and picked up the attribute bubbles scattered on the ground. He wanted to 

catch them and beat more attributes out of them, but he decided against it after some thought. 

It was better to kill these three troublesome fellows earlier. 

Constellation Force (Earth)*1250 

Ultimate Stage Earth Talent*200 

Constellation Force (Fire)*1080 

Ultimate Stage Fire Talent*185 



Constellation Force (Metal)*1320 

Ultimate Stage Metal Talent*210 

Imperial Realm Spirit*115 

Imperial Realm Enlightenment*108 

Common Universal Language*320 

Common Universal Language*280 

Common Universal Language*310 

Mountain Cleaver Battleax*350 

… 

Wang Teng received another round of attributes. The smile was tattooed on his face. Picking up 

planetary-stage martial warriors’ attribute bubbles was so refreshing. 

Look at them. 

In the past, it was so hard to get the constellation Force. Now, each bubble contained more than a 

thousand points of it. 

Wang Teng felt like crying when he remembered the one and two points of the constellation Force he 

was collecting. Those were the difficult times. 

Fortunately, the struggle had ended. 

This was a huge leap of improvement! 

Also, the talents of the planetary-stage martial warriors were all at the ultimate stage. Wang Teng had 

never seen anything below this stage. 

After gaining three ultimate stage talents, Wang Teng felt that he had become more outstanding and 

amazing. 

He felt like he was floating in the sky! 

The spirit and enlightenment were all at the Imperial Realm too, which allowed his spirit and 

enlightenment to rise quickly. He was only around 400 points away from a breakthrough. 

Then, there was the Common Universal Language attribute bubble. After these bubbles merged into his 

body, the knowledge of a special language appeared in his mind. 

Many words and symbols merged into his memory, becoming part of him. 

Common Universal Language: 10/1000 (small achievement) 

He jumped the well-versed stage and went straight to the small achievement stage. 

Wang Teng grasped a language in an instant. He could say and write it without thinking as if he had used 

it for many years. 



Before this, he needed to use the translation function of the personal terminal to understand the 

common universal language. Now, he didn’t need it. 

He had grasped this language! 

This was amazing! 

The last attribute bubble was unexpected. It was an ax battle technique. Although it was a planetary-

stage battle technique, the ax wasn’t a weapon he would use. 

He had finally received a planetary-stage battle technique, but he couldn’t use it. Wang Teng was 

frustrated. 

Trying to picture himself wielding a huge ax and slamming it around him furiously, he shuddered. 

The image was too beautiful. He didn’t dare to think further. 

“Nevermind, I will sell it in the future.” Wang Teng shook his head and started making plans silently. 

Chapter 784: Spoils Of War And Activities (2) 

This was a planetary-stage battle technique, so he could sell it for some money. Wang Teng had no idea 

that he was coming up with a plan that could get himself chopped. 

After picking up the attribute bubbles, Wang Teng looked at the corpses. He started to look through 

their bodies sneakily. 

He was a professional at this. 

After some time, Wang Teng received three space items and personal terminals. These were his spoils of 

war. He must keep them properly. He could use them when he roamed the universe in the future. 

“Of the dead, say nothing but good. Go on!” 

Wang Teng was prepared to leave when he remembered something. An emerald flame appeared in his 

hand. He flicked his finger, and it landed on the three corpses. 

Amid the sizzle of the green fire, the three corpses were set aflame. Wang Teng didn’t give them 

another glance. He turned and left the cave. 

Very soon, the three corpses turned into ashes. 

In the sky, Wang Teng sat on Little White’s back and flew in a certain direction. 

He took out the three space items. There were two rings and one bracelet. 

The owners of the items were dead, so the spiritual mark left on them also disappeared. Wang Teng was 

able to use his spiritual power to invade the items easily. 

“Oh my, the space is huge!” 

Wang Teng’s eyes lit up uncontrollably when he entered the space. All the three spaces were around 

500 square meters wide! 
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This was his first time seeing such a huge space within a space item. These three candidates were indeed 

wealthy people! 

Wang Teng went through their belongings and discovered many good things. 

There was a small pile of energy stones in all the spaces. The color of these energy stones was darker 

than the ones he saw in the past. 

Wang Teng picked up one randomly and held it, sensing its energy. 

The Force contained in these energy stones was more than a hundred times of that in yellow-rank 

energy stones. This must be a dark-rank energy stone! 

He didn’t know if there were many energy stones like this in the universe, but it was still a fortune. It 

was better than nothing. 

Besides the energy stones, there were some weird machines and luxury products. 

Wang Teng didn’t place much attention on that stuff. His gaze landed on one particular item in Wulf’s 

space equipment. 

It was a rune gun! 

Wang Teng examined it carefully. He realized that the runes on it were extremely complicated. They 

were beyond his understanding. He couldn’t even recognize a majority of them. 

What is this! 

He suddenly felt ignorant. His face turned black. 

Damn it, I look so uneducated! 

He took a deep breath to force himself to calm down. 

Relax! Relax! 

No one knows anyway. 

Wang Teng pondered for a moment and activated his Eyes of Essence. He looked at the rune gun to see 

if he could see through the structure inside. He wanted to know what was the difference between this 

rune gun and the rune guns on Earth. 

The internal structure of the rune gun was laid out clearly before him under his Eyes of Essence. From 

the simplest gun barrel to the most crucial energy consolidation device, Wang Teng could see 

everything, even the material of the device. 

He was astounded by the complexity of the rune gun. Earth’s rune gun couldn’t be compared with it at 

all. They were leagues apart. 

It was like comparing the crude guns in the early days and the superior guns now. There was an entire 

generation in between. 



Of course, if there was no external intervention, Earth might not be able to reach this level of technology 

even after progressing for a few hundred years. 

Wang Teng stopped using his Eyes of Essence. He saw two strange words carved on the handle of the 

gun in the common universal language. 

Fortunately, Wang Teng knew this language, so he recognized the two words—Scorching Python! 

It was obvious that this rune gun was called Scorching Python! 

As a gun that had a name, it shouldn’t be a mass-produced product. 

There must be a story behind this gun. 

Wang Teng wondered to himself and kept the gun. He took out the other two weapons of the remaining 

candidates. They were a sword and a double-edged battleax. 

He realized that these two weapons exceeded the boundaries of a 9-star soldier-level weapon. Their 

strength and sharpness had surpassed that level. 

He took out his Mo Que. It looked a little tragic now. When he was fighting with the blue-haired young 

man, Mo Que didn’t get destroyed, but it wasn’t in a good state either. There were many marks left on 

it. You could see the material inside the weapon in some parts of the sword cuts. 

His weapon couldn’t keep up with his ability anymore! 

Wang Teng shook his head. He suddenly thought of something. “Oh right, I still have the blue-haired 

young man’s space equipment.” 

He remembered that the blue-haired young man used an ice-blue sword. It had wounded his beloved 

Mo Que. 

It looked like the level of the sword was above Mo Que. 

Wang Teng immediately brought out the blue-haired young man’s space ring and instilled his spiritual 

power into it. He scanned the space and discovered many energy stones. He didn’t look at them though. 

Instead, he searched for the ice-blue sword and took it out. 

“This is a good sword!” 

Wang Teng compared it with Eric’s sword. He felt that this ice-blue sword was sharper and more 

powerful. 

“I’ll use you from now.” Smiling, he swung the sword gently. The battle sword gave a soft ringing tone. 

He kept the other weapons and stared into the distance. “Little White, we’ll go to Country Neon.” 

Little White cawed and flapped its wings. It headed quickly in Country Neon’s direction. 

For some reason, Little White was still unable to speak even though it had reached the 10-star low-tier 

lord level. It could only communicate with Wang Teng through the spiritual pet contract. 

… 



While Wang Teng was heading to Country Neon, the other alien invaders scattered on Earth discovered 

a situation. 

On their personal terminal, the spots that represented Country Glow, Country Sylo, and Country Annan 

had all turned blue. It became the same color as Country Xia. 

This meant that the three candidates from those three countries had either died or submitted to the 

other party. They had lost their right to continue this trial. 

Those three candidates had failed! 

This was the first failure of this trial, and three of them had appeared at once. The other candidates 

went into deep thought when they saw this situation. 

What happened there? 

No matter what, the other candidates started to fear the candidate from Country Xia. 

Of course, those powerful candidates who had conquered large masses of land only took a small note of 

it. They didn’t take the incident to heart. 

White Eagle Nation. 

A golden-haired young man sat on a huge throne in a large alien spacecraft. He blinked and smiled with 

interest. Then, he opened his mouth and said, “Send someone to Country Xia. I want to know the 

situation there.” 

“Yes!” 

A figure appeared out of nowhere and received the order in a respectful tone. He half-kneeled on the 

ground and then disappeared once again. 

“How’s our takeover of this country going?” the golden-haired young man asked again calmly. 

“We have controlled all the states in this country and killed anyone that dares to disobey us. We left no 

one out,” another figure appeared in the hall and replied respectfully. 

“Good!” The golden-haired young man nodded elegantly. “We can start expanding.” 
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“Yes!” The people below disappeared. 

… 

Country Star, on Mount Saint. The young lady with long green hair was also looking at her personal 

terminal. She smiled. “Continue the fight. This is just the start.” 

Alais was beside her, but she didn’t care. She even purposely showed it to her to let her know what was 

happening. 

There was a flash of emotion in Alais’s eyes when she saw a change in Country Xia. She asked, “What are 

you planning to do?” 



“Guess!” The young lady with long green hair chuckled. 

“Seriously.” Alais turned her head away without a change in her expression. She knew that this young 

lady wouldn’t be explaining to her, so she didn’t bother to ask again. 

“Wait and you’ll know. Stay by my side and learn from me.” The green-haired young lady brushed Alais’s 

long hair and curled it around her finger. Her tone was flirtatious. 

Alais was rendered speechless. She felt that this lady was a bad influence. 

Chapter 785: No Title 

Country Neon! 

Country Neon was situated on a sizable island. It was surrounded by water and was a sea away from 

Country Xia and Country Gaosha. 

Wang Teng sat on Little White’s back and skimmed across the boundless sea at the speed of lightning. 

Only a trail of shadows could be seen. 

A faint coastline had appeared in front of them. Because of Little White’s appearance, a shrill siren 

suddenly sounded on the land. 

As a country surrounded by the sea, it placed a huge emphasis on its defense mechanism. If not, it 

would have been invaded by the numerous sea beasts in the sea. 

What a poor island country! 

It was said that this small country had suffered more than ten sea beasts riots ever since the dawn of the 

martial arts era. The sea beasts would get more terrifying each time. 

The most recent sea beasts raid was six months ago. Country Neon lost eight general-stage martial 

warriors and countless low-rank martial warriors in the battle. This was the greatest loss over the past 

few years. 

The only fortunate thing was, there weren’t any signs of dark apparitions in their small country. Their 

situation would be more arduous if that were the case. 

There was a shortage of resources in Country Neon. The main reason why they were able to linger on 

with their last breath of life for so long was because of the White Eagle Nation. They received some aid 

from them. 

But they needed to give some things in return too. For instance, they would send their martial warriors 

to the dark apparitions’ dimensional rifts in the White Eagle Nation and help the country defend against 

them. 

There were many other cases. They were just the frontline warriors groomed by the White Eagle Nation. 

Country Neon wanted to migrate to the White Eagle Nation, but the other party wasn’t that stupid. They 

wouldn’t usher a wolf into the house, even if the wolf wasn’t as powerful yet. 



Wang Teng had read up about Country Neon in the past. As the information floated into his mind, he 

heard the blaring siren, causing a frown to appear on his handsome face. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

At this moment, a violent explosion came from the coastline. 

Rays of light shot towards them from afar, closing in on them at a frightening speed. They gave off an 

intense energy fluctuation. 

Wang Teng didn’t even bat an eye, remaining cool as a cucumber. He had no intention to move. 
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“Caw!” 

A look of contempt flashed past Little White’s eyes. It gave an ear-piercing screech. Then, it opened its 

dark red beak and spurted out a ball of emerald flame. 

Boom! 

All the rays of light exploded when they collided with the green flame. Then, they got swallowed by the 

ball of fire. 

Swoosh! 

Little White passed through the roaring flames as if they were non-existent. An instant later, it had 

arrived above the coastline. 

The flames didn’t leave any marks on its body. Its crimson-black feathers seemed to be made of steel. 

They gave off a cold and sharp glimmer under the sunlight. 

“Star beast!” 

“Lord-level star beast invasion!” 

“Damn it, why is there a lord-level star beast here?” 

… 

There were many defense structures built along the coastline. Different heavy rune weapons were 

placed on the fortress made of metal. Yet they didn’t give any sense of security to the people below. The 

low-rank martial warriors stared at the giant crow in the sky in astonishment. They were in a mess. 

A lot of noise came from the people below. They were speaking in Country Neon’s language. Their tone 

sounded a little strange. 

“Open fire! Fire the cannon!” 

“Bring it down!” 

… 



Thunderous explosions were heard once again. Rays of Force lights shot into the sky continuously, 

submerging Little White. 

“We hit it!” The martial warriors were elated when they saw this scene. 

“Troublesome!” Wang Teng opened his eyes. There was impatience in his gaze. “Little White, destroy all 

the military buildings below.” 

“Caw!” 

A furious screech rumbled in the sky. The cheers of the martial warriors from Country Neon stopped 

abruptly as if their throats had been choked by an invisible hand. 

Then, a frightening ball of flame plummeted down from the sky. It destroyed the ray of light in front and 

went on with a powerful force. 

Before the scorching heat even arrived, many pieces of equipment below had already started melting. 

Boom! 

The next moment, the emerald flame crashed into the ground. All the rune weapons blew up, and the 

military buildings were enveloped by a sea of fire. Screams of agony rose into the air. 

“How dare you!” An angry roar came from afar. A ten-meter long and narrow blade glow arrived 

seconds later. It slit the air, aiming straight for Little White’s head. 

“It’s General Dubian!” 

“Great, General Dubian is an 11-star general-stage martial warrior. The star beast is dead.” 

The martial warriors below started cheering again. 

“Hmph!” Wang Teng snorted softly. He waved his sleeve, and a terrifying Force swept out. 

The blade glow paused in mid-air, freezing there forcefully. Then, it exploded and scattered with a bang 

as if it had suffered a huge hit. 

“Pfft!” The general-stage warrior who came fiercely vomited a mouthful of blood. He was flabbergasted. 

He made use of the frightening impact and turned to run away without any hesitation. His speed was 

even faster than when he came. 

Silence. 

The martial warriors below turned eerily silent. 

General Dubian… ran away! 

They couldn’t accept this truth. Stunned and confused, a wave of despair swarmed into their hearts. 

Wang Teng was caught between laughter and tears too. He disregarded this clown and ordered Little 

White to head to the capital of Country Neon, Pingxiang City. 



The martial warriors were in tears after they realized they had survived this ordeal. They couldn’t 

understand what had happened. 

This lord-level star beast left them and flew away! 

Was it playing around? 

“No, there’s someone on the star beast’s back!” 

“It’s heading to Pingxiang City!” 

The martial warriors finally realized what had happened. Their expressions changed as they exclaimed. 

… 

Pingxiang City! 

This was the capital of Country Neon and where the palace of the emperor was situated. At this 

moment, there was an alien spacecraft floating above the city. 

This alien spacecraft was quite special. It looked like a huge piece of scrap. There were large pieces of 

metal boards on it as if someone was fixing a broken roof. However, it was hard to tell what metal they 

were. Their colors were all different. Some had rust, some were brown, others were black, yellow… It 

looked like a patchwork quilt. 

Below the alien spacecraft, in a resplendent and magnificent hall situated in the palace, a fatty had 

taken over the throne that used to belong to the emperor of the country. 

He was sitting comfortably on the giant seat, seemingly enjoying himself. A few beautiful ladies from 

Country Neon were massaging and feeding him. 

A middle-aged man stood respectfully some distance away from him. This was the emperor of Country 

Neon. He looked at the fatty with hidden anger in his eyes. 

In the middle of the hall, a lady was hung in mid-air. Ropes were tied around her body in an 

indescribable way. All her sensitive parts were bound tightly, making them conspicuous. 
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A strange-looking alien creature was circling the lady. 

Yes, circling her! 

The upper half of this creature looked like a human, but its lower part was filled with tentacles. They 

kept moving restlessly. 

The lady was terrified. There were tears welling down her eyes. Her cries were filled with sorrow as she 

shouted weakly. 

“Please don’t~” 

Chapter 786: Hadock, Jin Yuan! 



Pitiful screams and cries of agony would resound in this extravagant hall occasionally, bringing tears to 

the listeners. 

The emperor felt the muscles on his face throbbing when he saw this scene. 

“Hadock, you have a bad sense of humor!” 

The fatty sitting on the throne saw the emperor’s expression from the corner of his eyes. He sniggered. 

“Hey~ my friend, don’t you think that this country’s language is very pleasant to the ear? Look at the 

way she’s screaming. It’s mesmerizing,” the human octopus in the middle of the hall hugged himself and 

moaned with a look of satisfaction. 

“You’re right. It’s not bad. It sounds like the language on Asiba Star,” the fatty, Jin Yuan, touched his chin 

and replied. 

“Hahaha, let me play for a while longer.” Hadock looked at the lady tied up in mid-air and released his 

evil tentacles. He felt around her chest and waist… 

No~ 

The lady gave an ambiguous and enchanting cry again… 

“Hadock, we need to get down to business soon,” Jin Yuan suddenly said sternly. 

“Are you planning to attack Country Xia?” Hadock stopped moving his tentacles and turned to look at 

the fatty on the throne. 

“That martial warrior is not easy to deal with. Didn’t you see? He has dealt with three other candidates 

just recently.” 

“Yes, I saw it. The change in the personal terminal is huge. How can I miss it?” Hadock didn’t look good 

either. He continued, “It looks like that candidate is hard to handle. Shall we change our location?” 

“When I landed on this planet, I did my research and have a brief understanding of the talents that 

participated in this trial. If I’m right, the candidate in that area is Lan Feng from the Lan family. He’s at 

the third level of the planetary stage. We can fight with him if we work together.” A smart glint shone in 

Jin Yuan’s eyes. 

“That sounds a little troublesome!” Hadock muttered. 

“This trial was never simple. Compared to other people, I prefer to face a conceited and wealthy young 

man like Lan Feng,” Jin Yuan replied. 

“How confident are you?” Hadock nodded. 

Jin Yuan remained composed as if he was extremely confident in himself. “Not much, 50%.” 

“Why are you being so confident when it’s only 50%?” Hadock was furious. The tentacles below him 

swung violently as he roared in anger. 

“Hahaha, 50% is high enough. We need to be confident in ourselves,” Jin Yuan scratched his head and 

said with a smile. 



“Seriously!” Hadock scoffed in anger. 

The emperor at the side was confused. Jin Yuan and Hadock were speaking in the common universal 

language, so he didn’t understand a thing. He only saw them starting to quarrel at the end. He didn’t 

know what happened. 

Just when the emperor of Country Neon was turning mad, a loud explosion occurred. 

Boom! 

The entire hall trembled. A large number of wooden shards and stone fragments fell, and a huge hole 

appeared on the roof out of the blue. 

There were burnt marks around the hole. The next second, scorching heatwaves floated in from outside. 

“What happened?” The emperor of Country Neon exclaimed. 

“Huh?” 

Jin Yuan and Hadock frowned. They exchanged glances with each other before looking up 

simultaneously. 

“Huh? There are two candidates?” A soft voice was heard. 

Jin Yuan and Hadock’s expressions changed. 

Candidate! 

They immediately knew that their opponent was another candidate. They didn’t even need to think. 

“Come out. How long are you guys planning to hide?” 

The same voice came again. Jin Yuan and Hadock started to get serious. They got up at the same time, 

and a sharp glint flashed across their eyes. They charged forward, but they didn’t leave through the 

hole. They smashed another hole at the side of the hall and flew out. 

The emperor’s expression was complicated. He left the hall hurriedly and looked into the sky. 

Three figures were floating in the sky. Two of them were Jin Yuan and Hadock while the other person 

was sitting cross-legged on a huge crow and staring at the fatty and the half-octopus. 

“It’s him!” The emperor was a martial warrior, and he wasn’t weak. He had reached the 11-star general 

stage, so he recognized Wang Teng at a glance. 

He was familiar with Wang Teng. 

After the Global Exchange Conference, Wang Teng had entered every country’s eyes. He had 

investigated him before, so he was extremely familiar with him. 

However, he never thought that Wang Teng would appear here! 

And it looked like he was challenging the two aliens from the universe. 

The emperor of Country Neon was dumbfounded. He couldn’t believe his eyes. 



Had the guy gone crazy? 

Why did he dare to fight with these two martial warriors? Didn’t he know his own ability? 

But soon, he noticed that the two alien martial warriors looked grim when they faced Wang Teng. It was 

as if they were facing a formidable warrior. 

“What’s going on?” The emperor was astounded. “Did they see wrong or misunderstand something? 

Wang Teng’s only at the general stage!” 

Swoosh! 

Swoosh! 

Many other people had noticed the commotion here. A few figures rushed over from afar, almost all of 

them general-stage martial warriors. They were the foundation of the nation. 

One of them was an old friend of Wang Teng. It was Shennai Tongji, who had participated in the Global 

Exchange Conference. 

“Emperor!” 

“Emperor!” 

The martial warriors greeted the emperor. 

“At ease.” The emperor waved his hands. 

“Wang Teng!” Shennai Tongji looked into the sky and saw Wang Teng’s figure at once. Thunderstruck, 

she asked the emperor impolitely, “What’s going on?” 

The people around them were used to this. They stared at the ground. They weren’t in any position to 

interfere in the matters of this father and daughter pair. 

“Why are you here?” The emperor’s expression changed as he reprimanded her softly. 

“I’m already here. What’s there to be afraid of?” Shennai Tongji said calmly. 

“You… what if the two of them see you? You know their fetish…” The emperor felt his head throbbing 

when he remembered their hobby. He was agitated. “Quick, go back before they see you.” 

“No. Hurry up and tell me what’s going on.” Shennai Tongji wouldn’t listen to him, asking him 

impatiently. 

“It looks like you won’t give up until you hit the wall. Alright, I’m not going to care about you anymore. 

You will suffer when the time comes,” the emperor said angrily. 

“So naggy.” 

The emperor shook his head. He noticed that everyone was looking at him, so he gave a forced smile 

and said, “I’m not sure about the details. I only know that Wang Teng from Country Xia suddenly 

appeared. He came specially for these two aliens.” 

Everyone was appalled and confused… 



Chapter 787: Stupid Fatty, The Situation Is Unfavorable! 

“Is Wang Teng looking for the two aliens?” one of the general-stage martial warriors hesitated before 

asking. 

“From his stance, I think so.” 

“That is insanely bold of him! Where did he get his courage from?” 

“Oh right, isn’t Country Xia overtaken by aliens too? Why is he here?” 

… 

Someone finally reacted and asked the crucial question. 

Everyone turned silent. 

The emperor’s expression changed slightly. An absurd thought popped into his mind. 

The other people also regained their senses and thought about the same thing. They stared at one 

another with astonishment in their eyes. 

There was a beautiful and charming lady with an amazing figure standing among the crowd. Bewildered, 

she stared at the figure in the sky in a daze. 

“It’s him!” The lady almost wanted to cover her face and run away. She never wanted to face this young 

man again, yet he appeared. 

What bad luck~ 

The lady wanted to cry. She was so frustrated that she wanted to vomit blood. She felt that she had 

entered the lion’s den again. 

… 

Wang Teng didn’t notice the reaction of the people below. His gaze was fixed on the two candidates 

before him. There was a hint of surprise in his eyes. 

This combination of a fatty and an octopus was a little out of his expectations. The other candidates he 

saw all looked like humans. He almost forgot that humans weren’t the only race in the universe; there 

were others too. 

The alien that was caught and locked up by Country Xia was from another race. Similarly, the Plato 

beings in his space fragments were different too. Thus, it wasn’t strange for him to meet an octopus 

monster now! 

The universe was huge. Anything could be found there. You couldn’t blame him for looking a little 

strange. 

“Young man, what are you looking at?” Hadock glared at Wang Teng upon noticing his weird gaze. 

“Why can’t I look at you?” Wang Teng’s lips rose at a sinister angle. 

“Try looking again.” Hadock was infuriated. 



“I’m looking. Do you want to hit me?” Wang Teng stretched out his arm and hooked his fingers at the 

other party. 

“Ahh… damn it!” 

Hadock was furious. The tentacles below his body grew, and he swung them towards Wang Teng like 

long whips. 

Bang! 

Along with a sonic boom, powerful airwaves shook the space. 

Wang Teng turned serious. He kept Little White in his space fragment. It wouldn’t be able to participate 

in a planetary-stage battle. A sweep of the tentacle was enough to turn it into a pile of bird meat. 

But Wang Teng wasn’t afraid. 

He jumped up and the ice-blue sword appeared in his hand, drawing a dazzling sword glow in the sky. 

Flames burned and soared towards the thick and long tentacles. 

Splurt! 

The moment they made contact, the sharp and scorching sword glow chopped the tentacles into two. 

Fresh blood spilled out. 

The blood was green! 

Hadock screamed in pain and retracted his tentacles. He was dumbstruck. 

“Stupid fatty, is this what you mean by 50%? 50 your head!” he turned and shouted at Jin Yuan. 

“Oh my god, he isn’t Lan Feng. I don’t know where he came from. There’s no record of him in my data!” 

Jin Yuan bellowed. 

“What should we do now? Do we continue?” Hadock asked agitatedly. 

“Yes. We’ll fight together. I don’t believe that we can’t beat him.” Jin Yuan gritted his teeth. Two large 

metal maces appeared on his hand. He wielded them violently and shouted, “Go! Kill him!” 

“Damn it, I’ll have to give it my all.” Hadock was afraid of Wang Teng, but Jin Yuan had already charged 

forward. He stopped hesitating and placed weapons in all his tentacles. There was even a rune gun. He 

flung his attacks at Wang Teng. 

“Receive my attack!” 

Jin Yuan twirled his maces. His fat body didn’t hamper his agility. This was another fatty that moved like 

the wind. When he leaped into the air, yellow shadows appeared around his maces. The shadows were 

as heavy as a mountain. He slammed them down on Wang Teng ferociously. 

Wang Teng frowned. Instead of using the sword in his right hand, he released his left fist. 

Strength of Ultima! 

Boom! 



A frightening sonic boom occurred before the force hit the maces. 

Clang~ 

A dull metallic tremor echoed in the air. The people from Country Neon standing below felt their 

eardrums vibrating too. They couldn’t hear any other sounds. 

“How is that possible?!” 

Jin Yuan was astounded. His eyes were wide open as if he had seen something unbelievable. 

This person was able to block his double mace attack. How frightening was his strength? 

“Kill!” Hadock had arrived in front of Wang Teng. All his tentacles were holding weapons, and he swung 

them at Wang Teng. 

The Force bullets fired from the rune gun blocked all paths of retreat for Wang Teng. 

“Are you trying to compare who has more hands?” Wang Teng’s gaze turned sharp. Killing intent shot 

out of his eyes. 

In an instant, with a single thought in his mind, the spiritual power in his consciousness surged out and 

turned into numerous invisible hands. 

These invisible hands controlled the flying daggers and started fighting with the weapons on Hadock’s 

tentacles. He also gathered some Force into a shield to block the Force bullets. 

Some of his spiritual power turned into the shape of a rope and spun around Hadock. 

“Divine spirit master!” Hadock screamed as though he had seen a ghost. 

“Stupid fatty, the situation is unfavorable. This fellow is a monster. A little later and we will be dead 

already.” He resisted Wang Teng while retreating. 

However, at this moment, an invisible force intertwined around his body like a chain, limiting his 

movements. 

Jin Yuan already knew how powerful his opponent was. It exceeded his expectations. After taking Wang 

Teng’s blow, he made use of the impact and flipped in the air before bolting. 

Hadock’s face turned green. He shouted, “Damn it, fatty, save me!” 

“Hadock, I want to save you, but I can’t even save myself now. Let’s just hope for the best for 

ourselves.” Jin Yuan continued running away without turning his head. His fat body was like a ball. He 

rolled away as his voice floated over from afar. 

Hadock felt so frustrated that he wanted to vomit blood. Although he knew that the fatty was like this, 

he still felt like cursing when he abandoned him and ran away without any hesitation. 

He also understood that he could only rely on himself now. He struggled frantically and released all his 

Force as he tried to break free from the grip. 



Wang Teng looked at the fatty strangely as he ran away. The next second, he took a step out and 

disappeared on the spot. 

Boom! 

A loud explosion was heard. 

The fatty in front suddenly bounced back like a ball as if he was hit by a large force. 

His fat body slammed heavily on the ground and destroyed an entire building. Clouds of dust flew into 

the air. 

The emperor of Country Neon and the other general-stage martial warriors widened their eyes in shock. 

Their faces were filled with astonishment and disbelief. 

Chapter 788: Doing 18 Things At Once! 

“Erm…” 

“Have those two aliens been defeated?” 

“Are you kidding me? Those are formidable martial warriors from the universe. How can they lose to 

Wang Teng? This doesn’t make sense!” 

“Damn it, this doesn’t make sense at all!” 

… 

The general-stage martial warriors from Country Neon were stunned. Their mouths remained agape for 

a long time. They couldn’t accept this result. 

No matter how much of a genius Wang Teng was, he was still a talent from Earth. He couldn’t be 

compared to the formidable warriors from the universe. 

Yet reality proved otherwise. 

They stared at the young man who fought with two universal martial warriors alone and defeated them 

thoroughly. It felt like a dream. 

This talent from Country Xia was trying to defy the universal rules! 

The emperor’s expression was complicated. The two aliens he viewed as the hope of their country lost 

to Wang Teng! 

At first, he planned to make use of these two aliens to push Country Neon into the universe and leave 

this underdeveloped planet. 

Compared to the technology and martial arts civilization in the universe, everything on Earth was 

nothing. 

Who would have thought that this could happen? 

Wang Teng from Country Xia broke his beautiful dream and showed him the reality. 



“This fellow has reached such a high stage!” Shennai Tongji was astounded. She stared intently at Wang 

Teng with her bright eyes. Even after taking a few deep breaths, she couldn’t calm down. 

On the other side, the lady who knew Wang Teng shrunk her body, afraid of being recognized. She 

wanted to run but somehow, she didn’t. 

Unexpectedly, she saw this appalling scene. 

This young man was indeed an abnormality. He wasn’t a normal person. 

… 

Hadock was astounded when he saw Jin Yuan crashing to the ground. That fatty might be weak in other 

areas, but his escaping ability was top-notch. It didn’t matter though. He got caught up and thrown to 

the ground. 

How powerful was this young man? 

He didn’t dare to move either. He realized that he couldn’t break free from the grip around him. No 

matter how hard he struggled, it was in vain. 

He might even provoke the other party and end up in the same situation as the fatty. 

Boom! 

The collapsed building trembled. Jin Yuan staggered as he crawled out from the debris. 

His face was covered with dust and his clothes were torn and tattered. There were many wounds on his 

body. He looked miserable. 

“Damn it, we met someone more powerful than us. This is the first time I have failed in my life,” Jin Yuan 

muttered angrily as he spat out some blood from his mouth. 

“Hahaha, fatty, why aren’t you running? Continue to run!” Hadock gloated. 

“Are you happy to see me suffering?” Jin Yuan scolded. 

“We’ll go through thick and thin together. After all, we’re good brothers,” Hadock chuckled. 

“Go away. I’m not your brother, you tentacled monster,” Jin Yuan snapped back. 

Wang Teng looked at them with interest. He had met a few candidates, but all of them begged for mercy 

when they realized they couldn’t escape. Yet, these two aliens didn’t seem to care. They even had the 

heart to argue with each other. 

What a strange duo! 

He shook his head and released his spiritual power to collect the attribute bubbles dropped by the two 

aliens. 

Constellation Force (Earth)*360 

Constellation Force (Water)*420 



Imperial Realm Spirit*32 

Imperial Realm Enlightenment*28 

Raging Battle Mace*10 

18 Tasks Multitasking*20 

… 

As the attribute bubbles merged into his body, Wang Teng was stunned. He didn’t know where to vent 

his frustration. 

Raging Battle Mace?! 

This was another planetary stage battle technique. 

Battle techniques were good. But the problem was, why was this another battle technique suitable for 

muscular hunks? 

One Mountain Cleaver Battleax and one Raging Battle Mace! 

Was the system afraid that he wasn’t masculine enough? 

Wang Teng froze on the spot. The edge of his lips twitched a few times. 

He tried to picture himself holding a battleax in one hand and a mace in another, wielding them and 

chopping his enemies into pieces. The scene was quite ‘beautiful.’ 

“No, I mustn’t use these battle techniques. I’ll sell them when I have the chance,” Wang Teng shook his 

head and promised himself. 

Then, his attention landed on another attribute—18 Tasks Multitasking! 

What kind of strange attribute was this? 

After the attribute bubble merged into his body, he understood the use of this skill. The first thing he did 

was to count the number of tentacles on the octopus monster. 

Very good, there were 18 tentacles, not one more, not one less. 

Silence. 

Was this how this skill came about? Wang Teng couldn’t be bothered to complain anymore. 

18 tasks? Why don’t you call it 18 touches? 

Wang Teng felt that this technique was useless for him. He didn’t have 18 tentacles… 

Wait, he didn’t need to use them on tentacles. 

Wang Teng suddenly thought of something. He was only looking at the surface. He needed to delve 

deeper into this technique. 

The biggest use of this technique was… thinking! 



Yes, thinking! 

To put it simply, it was able to let a person think of 18 tasks at once or launch 18 attacks simultaneously 

during a battle. 

Thinking of 18 things at once and launching 18 attacks in unison was a little frightening. 

Wang Teng’s eyes lit up suddenly. He felt extremely smart since he had thought of the crux almost 

immediately. 

The octopus monster’s attacks were too plain. He attacked solely using the weapons. If not, Wang Teng 

wouldn’t have been able to defend himself so easily. 

However, Wang Teng was different. He possessed multiple Forces and knew countless battle 

techniques. If he could execute them simultaneously, his opponent would feel despair. 

“I thought this would be a useless technique, but it’s actually a rare treasure.” Wang Teng was elated. 

At this moment, Jin Yuan looked up and shouted at Wang Teng, “Brother, what do you want to do? 

Come down and tell me about it.” 

Wang Teng lowered his head when he heard him. He noticed that the other party didn’t seem 

frightened of him. He lifted the corners of his lips. 

He wasn’t in a hurry to reply. He moved his thoughts and controlled spiritual power to pull the octopus 

monster who was a distance away. 

Boom! 

Before Hadock could react, he started plummeting down like a shooting star. He slammed to the ground 

a few inches away from Jin Yuan. 

Hadock’s 18 tentacles danced and twitched furiously in mid-air. He looked like an octopus that was 

stepped on the ground. 

Jin Yuan raised his eyebrows as he glanced beside him. His composed expression was gone, and his 

heart dropped. “Oh my god, where did this evil man come from?” 

“We can talk properly now,” Wang Teng said with an ambiguous smile. 

“Ha… Haha, my friend, we can talk properly. There’s no need to act. I was just joking.” Jin Yuan smiled in 

embarrassment. He rubbed his palms and gave a frightened expression. 

Chapter 789: Abandoned Star M3! 

In this world, some skills could be learned without any teaching. 

For instance… admitting defeat! 

The fatty was timid. However, he didn’t think that he was a coward. To him, he who understood the 

times was a wise man. 

Nothing wrong with that! 



Thus, he displayed his most humble side to Wang Teng. He lowered his back and made himself look 

extremely harmless and innocent. 

Silence. 

Wang Teng looked at him with a strange expression. He saw a part of him on this fatty. 

Oh my god, this fatty is copying me! 

The thought suddenly popped up in Wang Teng’s mind. 

He started to sympathize with this fatty… 

Pfft! 

How could he sympathize with fatty? He must have lost his mind! 

Wang Teng shook his head to fling this absurd thought out of his mind. 

He had removed his spiritual power, so Hadock was finally above able to move. He crawled up from the 

ruins. 

He looked at Wang Teng with a trembling gaze. He put on a similar inferior and cowardly look on his face 

and said, “I think we can discuss properly. There’s no need to fight to the ends of the world. We don’t 

have to be enemies. We can win together by cooperating with one another. 

“… Another one.” 

Wang Teng was speechless. He saw bits of himself on this octopus monster too. This fellow was as 

unique as the fatty. 

No wonder they were good friends. 

“Shut up!” Wang Teng couldn’t stand their shamelessness. He glared at them and asked, “Tell me about 

your background.” 

Jin Yuan and Hadock looked at each other. Then, Jin Yuan opened his mouth and explained first, “I’m the 

eldest son born to the first wife of the Jin family from Tako Planet. Do you know the Jin family? They 

possess the development rights of two life planets. The family head, who is my grandfather, is a 

celestial-stage formidable warrior. He’s a boss-level figure.” 

Wang Teng’s expression didn’t change. He tilted his head towards Hadock. 

“I’m from the Labrod Planet. I’m the son of the head of the Celestial Python Clan… My father is the most 

powerful person in the clan. He’s at the celestial stage too,” Hadock said proudly. 

Wang Teng touched his chin. For some reason, he felt that these two fellows were… bullshiting. 

Although they spoke seriously and there were no loopholes in their words, he could sense a strange 

aura. 

These two aliens were definitely lying. 



Wang Teng believed in his gut instinct. “You’re not lying to me, are you? If you do, you will have 

hemorrhoids on your butt and tumors on your head. They will rot, so you better speak the truth.” 

Jin Yuan and Hadock felt the corners of their eyes twitching slightly. 

This man was so evil! 

“So you have anything else to say?” Wang Teng asked. 

They shook their heads in unison. 

“I have an ability that can make you speak the truth obediently. Why don’t you have a taste of it?” Wang 

Teng sniggered as he glanced at them. 

“… Brother, are you kidding? It’s not right to delve into other people’s privacy,” Hadock stuttered. He 

was shocked. 

Idiot! Jin Yuan cursed in his heart. He knew that they were dead. 

“Indeed, you’re not being honest.” Wang Teng didn’t waste any time. A flash of red light shot past his 

eyes and stabbed into Hadock’s. 

This fellow was stupid, so it was easier for him to get affected. 

As expected, Hadock only struggled for a second before his consciousness got controlled by the Bewitch 

skill. 

Jin Yuan was flabbergasted when he saw this scene. He had a bad premonition. 

How could he have such a skill! 

Oh my god! 

We’re dead! 

He wanted to wake Hadock up, but he didn’t dare to move when he saw Wang Teng smiling at him. 

‘”Brother, I think this isn’t good. We can talk properly,” Jin Yuan said weakly. 

“I want to speak properly with you, but you guys didn’t cooperate. It can’t be helped.” Wang Teng 

shrugged. 

F**k, so it’s our fault? Jin Yuan complained in his heart. He was shocked by Wang Teng’s shamelessness. 

This fellow was worse than them. 

“Come, tell me where you are from. What’s your identity?” Wang Teng asked Hadock. 

“We’re from the Abandoned Star M3. We don’t have any status. We are just low-level citizens that 

escaped from the abandoned star,” Hadock replied honestly. 

Wang Teng was surprised. 

Abandoned Star M3! 



There was such a place in the universe? 

Abandoned planet! 

It looked like these two people had stories on them. 

As expected, they were spouting nonsense. Eldest son of the Jin family? Son of the head of the Celestial 

Python Clan? That was all fake. 

Fortunately, he was smart and saw through their lies. 

Hmph, you’re too naive if you think you can fool me! 

Wang Teng glanced at Jin Yuan. He was covering the frustrated look on his face with his hands. 

“Based on what I know, it’s not easy to get the right to participate in this trial. You probably don’t the 

right.” 

“That’s simple. We heard of this trial and ambushed two candidates along the way. We killed them and 

gained their spots. A candidate’s spot can be snatched,” Hadock replied. 

“Not bad!” Wang Teng gave Jin Yuan a thumbs up. He thought that all the participants of this trial were 

descendants of elite families in the universe, but there were two anomalies inside. 

“You’re too polite.” Jin Yuan laughed awkwardly. 

“Do you think I’m complimenting you?” Wang Teng snapped back. 

Jin Yuan became embarrassed. He stopped talking and stood obediently at the side. 

Wang Teng questioned Hadock again and gained a lot of information from him. Then, he stopped his 

Bewitch skill. His eyes shimmered, and he went into deep thought. 

Hadock woke up and stared at Wang Teng with a pale face. There was fear in his eyes. 

He knew what Wang Teng had done to him. 

“Brother, are you planning to kill me?” Jin Yuan looked at Wang Teng carefully and noticed his 

indifferent expression. He continued hurriedly, “Killing me won’t do you any good. We have some small 

skills that might be useful to you. Keeping us with you is better than killing us. We can leave the trial, so 

we won’t be of any threat to you.” 

“Oh, you can leave the trial?” Wang Teng asked. 

“Of course.” Jin Yuan was afraid that Wang Teng would go back on his words, so he didn’t think why 

Wang Teng didn’t know this simple piece of information. Instead, he immediately started operating his 

personal terminal. 

“Look, I’ve already given up the trial!” 

Wang Teng glanced at the fatty curiously. He lowered his head to look at his personal terminal and saw 

an announcement. 

Candidate no. 15 gives up the trial! 



Chapter 790: Brother, I’m Your Long-Lost Little Brother~ 

Candidate no. 15 gives up the trial! 

A line of words written using the common universal language appeared on the personal terminal. 

The words were red and extremely eye-catching. 

Wang Teng wasn’t the only one. The other candidates had probably seen it too. 

He was amazed. This fatty did give up his chance. He was so decisive that Wang Teng had to view him in 

another light. 

This fatty wasn’t a simple man! 

“Me too! Me too!” Hadock didn’t want to be left behind. He hurriedly operated his personal terminal. 

Candidate no. 22 gives up the trial! 

Another line of red words appeared. Hadock’s decisiveness was no weaker than Jin Yuan’s. 

Wang Teng was speechless. These two were weirdos. This chance was extremely important to other 

people, but to them, it was just a piece of trash they could throw away at any time. 

They gave up so easily. 

Even more, they were fighting to give up their spot, afraid that they would be a step too late. 

But they weren’t humans! 

Wang Teng squinted. Many thoughts flashed through his mind. These two candidates had given up their 

position in the trial. By right, his motive was achieved, so he didn’t have a reason to target them 

anymore. However, he didn’t have much trust in the aliens from the universe. 

Should he just kill them? 

After all, dead people were the safest. He could pick up more attributes from them too. 

Wang Teng was eager to move. However, at this moment, he heard a cautious voice beside him. 

“Brother, what do you think about this?” 

Wang Teng glanced beside him and saw the fatty’s timid look. He was caught between laughter and 

tears. 

“Why should I keep you?” Wang Teng asked. 

“We’re useful, very useful. I specialize in collecting information and this tentacled monster is an analyst. 

He can multitask. His brain runs faster than a normal guy,” Jin Yuan said hurriedly. 

Wang Teng glanced at them curiously. 

These two weirdos had specializations? 



He remembered the 18 Tasks Multitasking attribute dropped by the octopus monster. They should be 

speaking the truth. 

Wang Teng touched his chin and nodded. “That’s quite useful.” 

“Brother, you’re our boss from now on. If you point to the left, we won’t go to the right,” Jin Yuan 

immediately gave his promise when he noticed they had a chance. 

“That’s right, boss, we are your long-lost little brothers~” Hadock was even more outrageous. He 

stretched his tentacles out and wanted to hug Wang Teng. 

“Go away!” Wang Teng glared at him. These two weird aliens were even more shameless than him. 

Their skin was so thick. Their ability to grasp an opportunity was perfect. Did they study it in school? 

In the end, Wang Teng decided to keep them. In this era, talents were important. If wasn’t easy to find 

people like them, so he would keep them under observation. It wouldn’t be too late to kill them if he 

learned they had other thoughts. 

Wang Teng was extremely confident in his ability. He believed that he could deal with two first-level 

planetary-stage martial warriors. Besides, they were two timid rats. 

“Wait for a while. You’ll return to Country Xia with me later.” 

Since he had made his decision, Wang Teng didn’t waste any time and gave them his response. The 

duo’s eyes lit up, and they heaved a sigh of relief. They felt fortunate. 

Their lives were finally saved! 

Wang Teng disregarded them and turned to look at the people from Country Neon. 

His gaze paused on Shennai Tongji for a second. Then, he saw a person who kept retreating in an 

attempt to hide herself. 

“Long time no see, Miss Zuotian Liehua,” Wang Teng said with a mysterious smile. 

The lady froze. 

The other people from Country Neon were stunned. They followed Wang Teng’s gaze and looked in her 

direction. 

“You…” The emperor glanced at the two of them in surprise. 

He suddenly remembered that Zuotian Liehua was the one who brought back the news that Wang Teng 

had annihilated the Zhenli Clan. However, she never mentioned how she learned of it, so he didn’t think 

that there was any interaction between them. 

From the looks of it, there seemed to be something going on between them! 

“Senior Sister, do you know him?” Shennai Tongji asked curiously. 

“Liehua, what’s the matter?” a scrawny elder beside them opened his mouth and asked. 



This elder was normal-looking, but he held a high position in Country Neon. He was the famous Yin-Yang 

Master of Country Neon, Anpei Yuansan. He had grasped many secret scriptures of the Yin-Yang family. 

He was Shennai Tongji and Zuotian Liehua’s master. 

A hint of hesitance flashed past Zuotian Liehua’s eyes. However, she had to reply to him. She said in a 

respectful tone, “Master, I didn’t make it clear to you in the past, but I had some dealings with him.” 

“Oh, since you know him, go out and meet him. Why are you hiding at the back?” Anpei Yuansan said. 

“This…” Zuotian Liehua was in a dilemma. 

“Liehua, Wang Teng is extremely powerful now. Even the universe martial warriors aren’t his match. If 

you know him, you can interact more with him and build a better relationship,” the emperor spoke to 

her using voice transmission. 

Zuotian Liehua’s expression turned even bitter. She felt that she was so unlucky. She didn’t have any 

good relationship with Wang Teng! 

She gave him her spirit core and finally found a way to escape when he wasn’t noticing. Yet, they were 

asking her to follow him again. 

How ironic! 

Zuotian Liehua wanted to cry. She was so frustrated that she felt like vomiting blood. 

“Why are you hiding? We haven’t seen each other for such a long time.” Wang Teng walked over with a 

smile. 

“What do you want?” Zuotian Liehua knew she couldn’t hide anymore. She gritted her teeth and stood 

up. 

“One of my little pets ran away and I caught it. How should I punish her?” Wang Teng asked in a teasing 

tone. 

“You, don’t go overboard!” Zuotian Liehua’s face turned pale. She had suffered the burning of her soul 

when she escaped the previous time. Just the thought brought sent shivers down her spine. She didn’t 

want to experience it again. 

“What is this?” The emperor and the other martial warriors noticed that something wasn’t right. Their 

relationship wasn’t what they thought it was. 

“I’m not speaking to you all,” Wang Teng glanced at them and said indifferently. 

The emperor and Anpei Yuansan were stunned. They had always treated Wang Teng as a formidable 

martial warrior on Earth, so they didn’t respect or fear him that much. When they saw his reaction, they 

finally understood. 

They finally understood how stupid they were. 

He was able to defeat two universe martial warriors, who were now following him obediently. In 

comparison, what were they? 



Shennai Tongji stood behind the emperor and felt dejected. 

She was a little unconvinced when she lost to Wang Teng during the Global Exchange Conference. She 

hoped that one day, she would have a chance to fight with him again. 

But his ability had surpassed her greatly, and she was tossed far behind by him. She couldn’t even bring 

herself to compare with him. 

 


